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Definition of Symbols
Manual Definitions
Throughout this manual different type fonts and icons are used to aid user readability and
understanding of the content. Below are some examples.
Standard Text
Used for regular information.
Bold Face Text
Emphasizes a word or phrase.
SETS APART SPECIAL INFORMATION OR IMPORTANT
CLARIFICATION.

INSTRUCTION

Warnings and Cautions
Warnings/Cautions: This symbol is intended to alert the user to the presence of
important operating, maintenance or servicing instructions. Disregarding a
warning could result in user and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment.
Manufacture label:

WARNING: The wheelchair is to be used in accordance with each facility’s
policies and procedures.
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For user and patient safety, read and follow all warnings and instructions that apply to use of the
SW Advantage™ Wheelchair. Before using this wheelchair, the user must know what to do to
ensure safety.
Put the user at ease. The care provider should communicate with the user by telling them what
they are planning to do.
Work with the user’s doctor, nurse or therapist to learn safe methods best suited to the care
provider’s abilities and those of the patient.
Always use good posture and proper body mechanics. When possible use assistive safe patient
handling devices, if necessary to manually lift or support the patient, bend knees slightly and
keep back as upright and straight as possible.

Important Safety Instructions
The wheelchair is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and procedures.
Specifications
 Exceeding the weight capacity and/or safe working load listed in the specifications could
result in user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Unpacking and Set-Up Instructions
 Failure to follow the set-up instructions could result in user injury as well as damage to
equipment or other property.
Operating Instructions
 Keep fingers and arms away from rotating parts when mechanisms are moving.
 Operating this wheelchair with any part of the body in the frame can result in injury.
 DO NOT use the wheelchair near an open flame or an extreme heat source.
 Use only parts, accessories and adapters authorized by the manufacturer.
 DO NOT use the wheelchair with any missing or abnormal parts.
 Never take the wheelchair on an escalator, even with an attendant. Doing so is likely to
cause the wheelchair to tip and injure the user, attendant or others.
 Never let a person’s fingers come between moving parts when wheelchair is being
opened or closed. Doing so may cause a pinch or crush type injury.
Proper Use of the Wheelchair
 The point where the wheelchair will tip forward, tip backward or to the side depends on
the center of balance and stability. Follow the instructions in regard to center of balance
to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care provider.
 The impact from dropping down from a curb or step can damage the frame or other
wheelchair parts and may loosen fasteners. Check for damage to the wheelchair or loose
fasteners before each use to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care provider.
 Sizewise wheelchairs do not meet federal standards for motor vehicle seating. Follow the
instructions for motor vehicle safety to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care
provider.
 Sizewise does not endorse or recommend the use of this wheelchair on streets or
roadways. Other means of transportation must be used under these conditions.
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Reaching or leaning affects the user’s center of balance. Follow the instructions for users
reaching or leaning from the wheelchair to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care
provider.
 Going up or down a slope will change the center of balance of the wheelchair. Follow the
instructions in regard to slopes to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care provider.
 In most states, wheelchairs are not legal for use on public roads. Be alert to the dangers of
motor vehicle traffic on roads or in parking lots.
 Follow the instructions for transferring users to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or
care provider.
Features
 Never try to lift the wheelchair by its armrests. They may come loose or break. If this
occurs, the wheelchair may fall and cause injury to the user or others and could damage
the wheelchair. Lift the wheelchair only by non-detachable parts of the main frame.
They are not designed to bear the weight of the wheelchair.
 If items, such as string or hair, become entangled between the caster and the axle bolt the
wheelchair may become hard to steer and roll. Check monthly and clean if needed.
 Never try to lift the wheelchair by its footrest. They may come loose or break. If this
occurs, the wheelchair may fall and cause injury to the user or others and could damage
the wheelchair. Lift the wheelchair only by non-detachable parts of the main frame. The
footrests are not designed to bear the weight of the wheelchair.
 The lowest point of the footrest should be at least 2-1/2 inches above the ground level on
a flat surface. If set too low, they may “hang up” on the types of obstacles you can
expect to find in normal use. This may cause the wheelchair to stop suddenly and tip
forward.
 Rear wheel locks are not designed to slow or stop a moving wheelchair. The wheelchair
may veer out of control or tip over. They should only be used to keep the rear wheels
from turning when the wheelchair is at a complete stop. Failure to do so could result in
user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
 Improper use of positioning belts may cause injury or death to the user and/or care
provider
Safety Tips
 The wheelchair is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and procedures.
 Replace worn or torn fabric immediately. Failure to do so could result in user injury as
well as damage to equipment or other property.
 Installing a power drive on this wheelchair is an alteration to the frame and voids the
warranty. DO NOT mount a power drive on any Sizewise wheelchair. It will affect the
center of balance of your chair and may cause a tip over and severe injury to you. See
your Sizewise dealer for power wheelchair options.
 Use of a seating system not approved by Sizewise may alter the center of balance of the
wheelchair. This may cause the wheelchair to tip over and result in severe injury to you.
DO NOT make a change to the seating system of your wheelchair unless you consult
your authorized Sizewise dealer first.
 Sizewise does not endorse or recommend the lifting of the chair, with a person in it.
Other means of transport must be used to carry a person over stairs or obstructions in the
pathway if no ramp or other means is provided to properly roll the chair around or over
the stairs or obstructions.
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During transport, use caution so the wheelchair does not tip or overbalance. Failure to do
so could result in user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Maintenance
 The wheelchair requires regular maintenance to uphold performance and avoid premature
wear, damage and injury.
 Many of the screws and bolts used in the wheelchair are special high-strength fasteners.
Contact an authorized Sizewise technician to assist if finding the correct fasteners. If
improper fasteners are used, they could result in patient and/or user injury as well as
damage to equipment or other property.
 The wheelchair needs to be stored, transported and operated in a temperature range of
-5°C to 45°C (23°F to 113°F).
 DO NOT expose the wheelchair to humidity greater than 95%.
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Device Information
Description of the SW Advantage™ Wheelchair
The SW Advantage™ Wheelchair is designed with the needs of the bariatric patient in mind.
One Size Does Not Fit All™ which is why the SW Advantage™ Wheelchair is available from
24” (61 cm) wide up to 34” (86.5 cm) wide. Designed and engineered for bariatric individuals,
this chair can hold up to 850 lbs. (385 kg). This chair has seat height adjustability by changing
the placement of the axle bolt and raising or lowering the casters. Standard accessories are also
offered, such as removable desk-length, height adjustable armrests and swing away footrests.
.

Armrests

Rear Wheels

Swing Away
Footrests

Casters
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Specifications
Overall Width - 24” / 61 cm ............................................................................. 31” / 79 cm
26” / 66 cm ............................................................................. 33” / 84 cm
28” / 71 cm ............................................................................. 35” / 89 cm
30” / 76 cm ............................................................................. 37” / 94 cm
32” / 81.5 cm .......................................................................... 39” / 99 cm
34” / 86.5 cm .......................................................................... 41”/104 cm
Overall Depth - 24” - 32” / 61 cm - 81.5 cm (Seat Width) .............................. 32”/81.5 cm
30” - 34” / 76 cm - 86.5 cm (Seat Width) .............................. 33” / 84 cm
Overall Height - 24” - 28” / 61 cm - 71 cm (Seat Width)……. .................... 40.5” / 103 cm
30” - 34” / 76 cm - 86.5 cm (Seat Width)……. ................ 42.5” / 108 cm
Seat Depth……... ................................................................................................ 20” / 51 cm

Seat Height -

24” - 28” / 61 cm - 71 cm (Seat Width)……. 19”-20.5” / 48.5 cm - 52 cm
30” - 34” / 76 cm - 86.5 cm (Seat Width)……. 20.5”-22” / 52 cm - 56 cm

Back Height….... ................................................................................................ 17” / 43 cm

Weight Capacity.......................................................................................... 850 lbs. / 385 kg
(Exceeding this limit will void the warranty)
WARNING: Exceeding the weight capacity and/or safe working load listed in
the specifications could result in user injury as well as damage to equipment or
other property.
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Unpacking and Set-Up Instructions
Unpacking/Parts Breakdown
Inspect for any signs of freight damage. If obvious damage is detected, contact the freight
company and file a damage complaint. It may be necessary to take pictures of the damage.
After visual inspection make sure all of the proper components have been received.
Determining if assembly is required will depend on the method of shipping. The wheelchair is
shipped two different ways. The wheelchair ships completely assembled or the casters and
wheels must be bolted on after delivery.
Items enclosed in the boxes:
Rear Wheels
Front Casters
Front Caster Bolts
Rear Wheel Bolts
Leg Rests
Tools required for assembly:
2 - 1/2” Open End Wrench
2 - 15/16” Open End Wrench

Wheelchair Set-Up
The Advantage wheelchair has two adjustments for the seat to floor height, determine which
height is suitable for your situation. If the top hole is used on the casters, be sure to use the top
hole on the wheels.
To bolt on the back wheels, slide the bolt through the wheels and then add the spacer. Attach
wheel assembly through the frame and secure the nut with a 15/16” wrench. Be sure to put the
bolt through the same (top or bottom) hole on both sides.
Slide the caster up into the frame of the chair, slide bolt in through the pre-drilled hole. Attach
nut with a 1/2” wrench. Be sure to put the bolt through the same (top or bottom) hole on both
sides.
DO NOT discard any packing material until all components are accounted for and are in good
condition.
WARNING: Failure to follow the set-up instructions could result in user injury
as well as damage to equipment or other property.
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Operating Instructions
WARNING: Keep fingers and arms away from rotating parts when mechanisms
are moving.
Operating this wheelchair with any part of the body in the frame can result in
injury.
DO NOT use the wheelchair near an open flame or an extreme heat source.
Use only parts, accessories and adapters authorized by the manufacturer.
DO NOT use the wheelchair with any missing or abnormal parts.
Never take the wheelchair on an escalator, even with an attendant. Doing so is
likely to cause the wheelchair to tip and injure the user, attendant or others.
Start slowly with an easy, fluid motion. If the user is familiar with a different wheelchair, he or
she may use too much force and the wheelchair may tip over.
Have someone help the user until he or she knows what can cause a tip over and how to avoid
doing so. The user should never try a new maneuver alone until they are sure they can do it
safely.
The wheelchair is most stable when it is moving forward. The user should be very careful when
the wheelchair is moving backward. The user may lose control or tip over if one of the rear
wheels hits an object and stops rolling.

Folding and Unfolding the Wheelchair
WARNING: Never let a person’s fingers come between moving parts when
wheelchair is being opened or closed. Doing so may cause a pinch or crush type
injury.
NOTE: To prevent damage to the armrest upholstery, always remove the armrest before folding
or unfolding the wheelchair.
To fold the wheelchair:
Fold the foot plates up, grasp the center of the seat upholstery
at the front and the rear, and lift up in a straight line.

Folding
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To unfold the wheelchair:
Place one hand on the seat rail that the upholstery is bolted
to. Place the other hand on the rear wheel on the opposite
side of the wheelchair. Simultaneously push down on the seat
rail and pull out on the wheel until the seat is down. In some
instances it may be necessary to wiggle the side to line up the
telescope tubes.
Unfolding
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Proper Use of the Wheelchair
Center of Balance
WARNING: The point where the wheelchair will tip forward, tip backward or to
the side depends on the center of balance and stability. Follow the instructions in
regard to center of balance to avoid a fall or injury to the user and/or care
provider.
To avoid a fall or tip over, the user should have someone help them until they know the balance
points of the wheelchair and how to avoid a tip over.
The center of balance and stability of your wheelchair are affected by:
1. A shift in the user’s body position, posture or weight distribution.
2. Using the wheelchair on a sloped surface.

Curbs and Single Steps
CAUTION: The impact from dropping down from a curb or step can damage the
frame or other wheelchair parts and may loosen fasteners. Check for damage to
the wheelchair or loose fasteners before each use to avoid a fall or injury to the
user and/or care provider.
The user should never try to climb or descend a curb or a step alone unless they are a skilled user
and have the upper body strength needed to do so.
The user should not try to climb a high curb or step (more than 4 inches high) unless they have
help. The wheelchair may exceed its balance point and tip over.
When there is a care provider, make sure that he or she uses the push handles. The care provider
must have secure points to hold the rear of the wheelchair.
Tips for Descending a Curb or Single Step with Help from a Care Provider
To help the user descend a curb or single step in a backward direction:
1. Always descend a curb or a single step in a backward direction.
2. Check to make sure that the handle grips will not rotate or slip off.
3. Always stay behind the wheelchair.
4. Several feet before the wheelchair reaches the edge of the curb or step, turn the
wheelchair around and pull it backward.
5. While looking over your shoulder, carefully step back until you are off the curb or stair
and standing on the lower level.
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6. Pull the wheelchair toward you until the rear wheels reach the edge of the curb or step.
Then allow the rear wheels to slowly roll down onto the lower level.
7. When the rear wheels are safely on the lower level, tilt the wheelchair back to its balance
point. This will lift the front casters off the curb or step.
8. Keep the balance position and take small steps backward. Turn the wheelchair around
and carefully lower the front casters to the ground.
Tips for Climbing a Curb or Single Step with Help from a Care Provider
To help a user ascend a curb or single step in a forward direction:
1. Always stay behind the wheelchair.
2. Face the curb and tilt the wheelchair up on the rear wheels so that the front casters clear
the curb or step.
3. Move forward, placing the front casters on the upper level as soon as you are sure that
you are past the edge.
4. Continue forward until the rear wheels contact the face of the curb or step. Lift and roll
the rear wheels to the upper level.

Doorways and Obstacles
Make sure the floor area where this wheelchair will be used is level and free of obstacles. The
user and/or care provider may need to remove or cover threshold strips between doors. A ramp
may need to be installed at some doors.
The user needs to keep both hands on the hand rims. If he or she fails to do so, they may lose
control of the wheelchair and tip over.
When the user is maneuvering the wheelchair they should not propel the wheelchair by pushing
or pulling on an object. He or she should make sure to never pull themselves though a doorway
by grabbing the doorjambs with one or both hands.
To help correct the center of balance of the wheelchair the user should lean his or her upper body
forward slightly as the wheelchair goes up and over an obstacle or press his or her upper body
backward as the wheelchair declines from a higher to a lower level.
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Motor Vehicle Safety
WARNING: Sizewise wheelchairs do not meet federal standards for motor
vehicle seating. Follow the instructions for motor vehicle safety to avoid a fall or
injury to the user and/or care provider.
Sizewise does not endorse or recommend the use of this wheelchair on streets or
roadways. Other means of transportation must be used under these conditions.
Never permit anyone to sit in this wheelchair while he or she is in a moving vehicle. The user
may be thrown from the wheelchair in an accident or a sudden stop. Wheelchair positioning
belts will not prevent this.
Always move the user to an approved vehicle seat. Secure the user with proper motor vehicle
restraints.
Never transport this wheelchair in the front seat of a vehicle. It may shift and interfere with the
driver. Always secure this wheelchair so that it cannot roll or shift.

Reaching or Leaning
WARNING: Reaching or leaning affects the user’s center of balance. Follow the
instructions for users reaching or leaning from the wheelchair to avoid a fall or
injury to the user and/or care provider.
The user should avoid reaching or leaning if he or she must shift their weight to do so. Ask for
help or use a device to extend the user’s reach.
The user should never try to reach an object if he or she must move forward in their seat to do so.
This may cause the wheelchair to tip forward. Always keep one’s buttocks in contact with the
backrest.
The user should never reach with both hands. If the user does so, he or she may not be able to
catch themselves to prevent a fall if the wheelchair tips.
Never lean backward to reach an object
If the user must reach or lean from the wheelchair he or she should
make sure to follow the instructions below:
1. Rotate the front casters to the forward position. To do this, the
user must move the wheelchair past the object, and then back
up alongside it. Backing up will rotate the casters to their
forward position.
2. The user should place the wheelchair as close as they can to
the object they wish to reach.

Front Casters in
Forward Position
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3. The user should steady oneself by firmly grasping a rear wheel, or an armrest with one
hand.
4. Make sure the user avoids putting pressure on the footrest while reaching. This may
cause the wheelchair to tip forward and cause injury to the user and/or care provider.
5. DO NOT lock the rear wheels. This creates a tipping point and makes a fall or tip over
more likely

Slopes
WARNING: Going up or down a slope will change the center of balance of the
wheelchair. Follow the instructions in regard to slopes to avoid a fall or injury to
the user and/or care provider.
1. Lean or press your body uphill to help correct the change in the center of balance.
2. Avoid turning on a slope, as a tip over is likely. Always go as straight up and straight
down as you can.
3. Be very careful if you must climb a slope greater than 10%. (A 10% slope means: One
foot of elevation for every ten feet in length of the slope.) Ask for help if the slope may
be beyond your ability.
4. Always control your speed when going downhill. If you go too fast, you may not be able
to control your chair. Ask for help if the slopes may be beyond your ability.
You can control your speed by keeping constant pressure on the rear wheels.
If equipped with rear wheel locks, never use the rear wheel locks to try to slow or stop
your chair. Doing so is likely to cause you to veer out of control or tip over.

Streets and Roadways
WARNING: In most states, wheelchairs are not legal for use on public roads. Be
alert to the dangers of motor vehicle traffic on roads or in parking lots.
At night, or when lighting is poor, use reflective tape on your wheelchair and clothing to make it
easier for drivers to see you.
Due to low position, it may be hard for drivers to see you. Make eye contact with drivers before
you go forward. When in doubt, yield until you are sure it is safe.
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Transfers
WARNING: Follow the instructions for transferring users to avoid a fall or injury
to the user and/or care provider.
1. Transfers require good balance and agility and are very dangerous. Be aware that there is
a point during each transfer when the chair seat is not below you.
2. If equipped with wheel locks, always lock the wheels before you transfer. Make sure to
keep pneumatic tires properly inflated. Low tire pressure may allow the rear wheel locks
to slip.
3. Locking the rear wheels will not keep your chair from sliding
away from you or tipping. To avoid a fall, you should:
a. Learn how to position your body and how to support
yourself during a transfer.
b. Work with your doctor, nurse or therapist to learn safe
transfer methods.
c. Have someone help you until you are sure you can
perform safe transfers on your own.
4. Rotate the front casters forward to make the chair more stable.

Front Casters in
Forward Position

5. Be careful of the footrests. To avoid a trip or fall when you transfer, you should:
a. Make sure your feet do not “hang up” or get caught in the space between the
footrests.
b. Avoid putting weight on the footrests as the chair may tip forwards.
c. If you can, remove or swing the footrests out of the way.
6. Removing the armrest may be helpful.
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Features
Armrests
WARNING: Never try to lift the wheelchair by its armrests. They may come
loose or break. If this occurs, the wheelchair may fall and cause injury to the user
or others and could damage the wheelchair. Lift the wheelchair only by nondetachable parts of the main frame. They are not designed to bear the weight of
the wheelchair.
To mount:
1. Mount the armrest by sliding it into the
frame as shown (start the front of the
armrest first).
2. You may need to compress the lock pin
to allow the armrest to completely slide
into place. Make sure that the pin clicks
into places. The armrest design
reinforces the back by connecting the
front of the seat frame and the back
together.
Lock Pin

To remove:
Compress the lock pin and then slide the armrest out of the frame.
To adjust the height:
1. Hold down the lock pin located on the inner part of the armrest.
2. Pull the armrest up to the desired height.
3. Release the pin back into the aligning hole of the armrest.
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Casters and Pneumatic Tires
WARNING: If items, such as string or hair, become entangled between the caster
and the axle bolt the wheelchair may become hard to steer and roll. Check
monthly and clean if needed.
Proper inflation extends the life of the tires and makes the wheelchair easier to operate.
Do not use this wheelchair if any of the tires are under or over inflated. Proper inflation level is
listed on the tire sidewall.
Low pressure in any of the tires may cause the wheelchair to veer to one side and may result in
loss of control.
Over-inflated tires may burst.

Footrests and Leg Rests
WARNING: Never try to lift the wheelchair by its footrest. They may come
loose or break. If this occurs, the wheelchair may fall and cause injury to the user
or others and could damage the wheelchair. Lift the wheelchair only by nondetachable parts of the main frame. The footrests are not designed to bear the
weight of the wheelchair.
The lowest point of the footrest should be at least 2-1/2 inches above the ground
level on a flat surface. If set too low, they may “hang up” on the types of
obstacles you can expect to find in normal use. This may cause the wheelchair to
stop suddenly and tip forward.
The footrests are detachable.
Mounting the footrest:
1. Place the footrest (A) on the hanger pins (B) at an
angle to the wheelchair.
2. Swing the footrest into position and latch into
places.
3. Repeat for the other footrest.

B

A
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Removing the footrest:
1. Pull the footrest latch (C).
2. Swing the footrest out to an angle from the
wheelchair and lift off the pins.
3. Repeat for the other footrest.

C

Adjusting the footrest height:
1. Loosen the bolt (D) at bottom of the footrest.
2. Slide the footrest to the desired height and tighten
the bolt.

D

Elevating Leg Rest (optional)
To raise the leg rest:
Lift the footrest to the desired elevation. The mechanism is self-locking.
To lower the leg rest:
1. Push lever (A) down and lower the footrest to the
desired elevation.
2. Release the lever to lock.
To adjust the calf pad:
1. Rotate the calf pad out of the locating notch (B) and
adjust to the desired height.
2. Rotate the calf pad into the new locating notch.
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Rear Wheel Locks
WARNING: Rear wheel locks are not designed to slow or stop a moving
wheelchair. The wheelchair may veer out of control or tip over. They should only
be used to keep the rear wheels from turning when the wheelchair is at a complete
stop. Failure to do so could result in user injury as well as damage to equipment
or other property.
Do not use the rear wheel locks to try to slow or stop your chair when it is moving. You may
veer out of control or tip over.
Low pressure in a rear tire may cause the wheel lock on that side to slip and may allow the wheel
to turn when you do not expect it.
To adjust the rear wheel locks:
Be sure the rear tires are inflated to the proper
pressure before adjusting the parking brake.
The proper tire pressure setting is indicated on
the side of the tire.

Lock Nuts

Note: The brakes must be in the unlocked
position to adjust.
1. Loosen the two lock nuts on the back side
of the brake assembly.
2. Adjust the brake assembly (tap with hammer) to leave approximately 1/2” between the brake
pad and the tire.
3. Tighten the lock nuts.
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Positioning Belts
Use positioning belts only to help support the user’s posture.
WARNING: Improper use of positioning belts may cause injury or death to the
user and/or care provider
Make sure that the user does not side down in the wheelchair seat. If this occurs, the user may
suffer chest compression or suffocate due to pressure from the belts.
The belts must be snug, but must not be so tight that they interfere with breathing. The operator
should be able to slide his or her open hand, flat, between the belt and the user.
A pelvic wedge or similar device can help the user from sliding down in the seat. Consult with
the user’s doctor, nurse or therapist to find out if the user needs such a device.
Use positioning belts only with a cooperative user. Make sure that the user can easily remove
the belts in an emergency.
Never use positioning belts as a patient restraint. A restraint requires a doctor’s order. DO NOT
use positioning belts for a user who is comatose or agitated.
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Safety Tips
General Safety
WARNING: The wheelchair is to be used in accordance with each facility’s
policies and procedures.
Replace worn or torn fabric immediately. Failure to do so could result in user
injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Installing a power drive on this wheelchair is an alteration to the frame and voids
the warranty. DO NOT mount a power drive on any Sizewise wheelchair. It will
affect the center of balance of your chair and may cause a tip over and severe
injury to you. See your Sizewise dealer for power wheelchair options.
Use of a seating system not approved by Sizewise may alter the center of balance
of the wheelchair. This may cause the wheelchair to tip over and result in severe
injury to you. DO NOT make a change to the seating system of your wheelchair
unless you consult your authorized Sizewise dealer first.

Transport
WARNING: Sizewise does not endorse or recommend the lifting of the chair,
with a person in it. Other means of transport must be used to carry a person over
stairs or obstructions in the pathway if no ramp or other means is provided to
properly roll the chair around or over the stairs or obstructions.
During transport, use caution so the wheelchair does not tip or overbalance.
Failure to do so could result in user injury as well as damage to equipment or
other property.
Generally, as the load increases, the risk of instability goes up.
For inclines or thresholds, approach them moving forward or backwards, rather than sideways.
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Cleaning Instructions
To minimize the negative impact of cleaning agents:
 Contact time must be monitored and kept to the required time identified on the
manufacturer’s instructions.
 All cleaning solutions must be diluted in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
Recommended EPA Registered Disinfectants:
Wex-Cide 128 (Wexford Labs), EPA Reg. #34810-31
Equipment must be disinfected using an EPA registered, hospital-grade disinfectant, according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations for use.
Recommended Stain Remover(s):
Stain Away (ABC Compounding)
This stain remover is effective in removing most difficult stains and is intended to be used in its
original concentration.
Clostridium difficile (C. diff) Prevention:
Clorox Germicidal Wipes (Clorox Professional Products Company), EPA Reg. #67619-12
These pre-moistened wipes meet the CDC’s recommendations for Clostridium difficile (C.diff)
bacteria, after the manufacturer’s recommended “wet contact time”.
1. Perform hand hygiene using soap and warm water, or hand sanitizer, and then put on
disposable gloves and eye protection.
2. Use wipes to wipe the top, bottom, inside and side rails of the wheelchair.
3. Change wipes often to ensure that surfaces remain wet with disinfectant for the
manufacturer’s required contact time. Used wipes are to be discarded in the trash.
4. Remove disposable gloves and discard in the trash; perform hand hygiene using soap and
warm water, or hand sanitizer, and then remove eye protection.
To reduce the discoloration of fabrics and degradation of the sleep surface lining, surfaces must
be thoroughly rinsed with clean, fresh water to remove chemical residues immediately after the
manufacturer’s recommended “wet contact time” has been reached. The use of bleach-based
solutions must be avoided whenever possible.
General Patient Room Cleaning/Disinfecting
Personal Protective Equipment should always be used as directed by the Material Safety Data
Sheet for the disinfectant.
Prepare the disinfectant according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Prepare a separate bucket of warm, fresh water to be used for rinsing the equipment after
cleaning/disinfecting procedures are completed as instructed.
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Remove seat surface from the wheelchair to gain full access to all parts of the wheelchair.
All wheelchair surfaces are to be wiped using a coarse cloth, dampened with the disinfectant
solution, prepared as directed by the manufacturer’s recommendations, to remove organic
material and visible soil.
Allow all wheelchair surfaces to remain wet with disinfectant solution for the manufacturer’s
recommended contact time.
Rinse all surfaces with a clean cloth dampened with fresh water to remove chemical and organic
residue.
After cleaning, all surfaces are to be wiped with a clean, dry cloth to remove any moisture or
residue.
NOTE: Additional cleaning may be completed, as desired, with a mild soap solution and/or
household cleaning products. Avoid using harsh chemicals, such as acetone or paint thinner, as
they will damage the finish of the paint.
SW Advantage™ Wheelchair
Periodic cleaning of the frame and upholstery is recommended. Hand wash with a non-abrasive
cleaner and drip dry or wipe dry with a soft cloth. Do not put upholstery in a dryer. The frame
may be polished with a non-abrasive automotive wax.
Personal Protective Equipment should always be used as directed by the disinfectant’s Material
Safety Data Sheet.
Prepare the Wex-Cide 128 disinfectant according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Prepare a separate bucket of warm, fresh water to be used for rinsing the equipment after
cleaning/disinfecting procedures are completed as instructed.
Rinse all surfaces with fresh water and clean cloth to remove chemical and organic residue from
the Clorox Germicidal Wipes.
All surfaces are to be wiped using a coarse cloth, dampened with the disinfectant solution,
prepared as directed by the manufacturer’s recommendations, to remove organic material and
visible soil. Ensure that bottom surfaces of the seat pad are wiped with the disinfectant solution.
Allow all surfaces to remain wet with disinfectant solution for the manufacturer’s recommended
contact time.
Rinse all surfaces with a clean cloth dampened with fresh water to remove chemical and organic
residue.
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After cleaning, all surfaces are to be wiped with a clean, dry cloth to remove any moisture or
residue.
NOTE: Additional cleaning may be completed, as desired, with a mild soap solution and/or
household cleaning products. Avoid using harsh chemicals, such as acetone or paint thinner, as
they will damage the finish of the paint.
Steam Cleaning
This product must not be steam cleaned.
Cleaning Blood and Other Excretions:
Blood and other excretions should be wiped up while wet, if possible. These substances are
more difficult to remove once they have dried to surfaces. Dried blood and other excretions are
to be removed using ample disinfectant solution in order to moisten the substance and make it
easier to clean.
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Maintenance
CAUTION: The wheelchair requires regular maintenance to uphold performance
and avoid premature wear, damage and injury.
Check the items on this chart at the indicated intervals. If any of the items are loose, worn, bent
or distorted, immediately have them checked and/or repaired by an authorized Sizewise
Technician. Frequent maintenance and servicing will improve performance between each use
and extend wheelchair life. For long term use, the following maintenance chart should be
followed:
Three Months
Armrest
Rear Wheel Axle
Fasteners
Frame
Cushions
Wheels & Tires
Wheels Locks
Footrest

Six Months
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

The following is an equipment safety checklist that can be used with the maintenance chart to
maintain and service this product:
 Make sure the wheelchair operates easily and freely and all parts work smoothly.
 Check for excess noise, vibration or a change in ease of use. These may be signs of a
problem such as low tire pressure, loose fasteners or damage to the wheelchair.

Fasteners
WARNING: Many of the screws and bolts used in the wheelchair are special
high-strength fasteners. Contact an authorized Sizewise technician to assist if
finding the correct fasteners. If improper fasteners are used, they could result in
patient and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Improper fasteners may fail. Use only screws and bolts provided by an authorized Sizewise
representative.
If screws or bolts become loose, tighten them immediately.
If a problem is detected, make sure to repair or adjust the wheelchair before using it.
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Storage and Disposal
The wheelchair should be stored in a dry location so that the components do not rust. If the
wheelchair is stored for any period of time, make sure it is adjusted properly and that all
components are in working order before using the wheelchair.
CAUTION: The wheelchair needs to be stored, transported and operated in a
temperature range of -5°C to 45°C (23°F to 113°F).
CAUTION: DO NOT expose the wheelchair to humidity greater than 95%.
End-of life Sizewise products must be disposed of properly according to local laws and
regulations. Please contact Sizewise or your local authorities for disposal and recycling options.
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Parts and Assembly
⑫

⑪

①
②
⑩

③
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

④
⑤
Parts Listing
PART NUMBER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

DESCRIPTION

2 each .............27000601....................Armrest Pad
2 each .............13030030....................Armrest Base
1 each .............27000604....................Swing Away Footrest, Left
1 each .............27000604....................Swing Away Footrest, Right
1 each .................................................Footplate, Left
1 each .................................................Footplate, Right
2 each .............27000121....................Front Caster
2 each .................................................5/8” Nylon Locknut
2 each .................................................1” Wheel Bushing
2 each .................................................5/8” X 5-1/2” Bolt
2 each .................................................Hub Cap
2 each .................................................Rear Wheel
1 each .................................................Upholstery Back
1 each .................................................Upholstery Seat
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Options not shown on the diagram on the previous page:
Foot rest/Leg rest Accessories
2 each……….27000615…………....ELR Height Adjustment Lever Rod
2 each .............28000200....................2” Nylon Heel Loops
1 each .............24050350L .................Left XL Footplate
1 each .............24050350R .................Right XL Footplate
2 each .............27002006....................XL Calfpads
Miscellaneous Accessories
1 each .............13050101....................Anti-Tip Device w/Caps
1 each .............13050100....................Anti-Tip Device w/Wheels
1 each .............28060050....................Oxygen Tank Holder
1 each .............28060080....................IV Pole, Telescoping
1 each .............28060720....................Cane & Crutch Holder
Positioning Straps
1 each .............28060710....................Seat Belt (Velcro)
1 each .............28060701....................Seat Belt (Nylon w/Plastic Buckle)
1 each .............27000483....................Seat Belt (Auto Style)
Additional Options
1 pair ..............27000605(L/R) ...........Leg rests Elevating
1 pair ..............2406015(0/1) ..............Special Construction Footrests
1 pair ..............2406013(0/1) ..............Reinforced Leg rests Elevating
1 pair ..............2406010(0/1) ..............Special Construction Leg rests, Elevating
1 pair ..............28061040....................24” Pneumatic Mags
1 pair ..............28061050....................24” Pneumatic Mags w/FFI (Flat Free Inserts)
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Warranty Information
Sizewise Rentals™, LLC (Sizewise) Limited Warranty
Sizewise is dedicated to manufacturing and distributing equipment that provides solutionoriented approaches to exceed the clinical, comfort and safety needs of our customers. Sizewise
is proud to offer to the original purchaser, the following warranties, effective February 20, 2012:
Product

Capacity

SW Advantage™
Wheelchair

850 lbs. (385 kg)

Frame
Warranty
Five year
warranty on
stainless steel
frame

Parts Warranty
Six months on all other
components

How to obtain Parts and Service
1. Contact Sizewise Parts and Service at 1-800-814-9389 to speak with a qualified specialist
who can assist with troubleshooting, parts and repairs. The product model and serial
identification numbers are required for service and parts. Parts can be expedited upon
request for an additional fee. If on-site technical service is required, a qualified service
representative will be dispatched.
2. If a product or part should be returned to Sizewise, a return authorization number (RA#) will
be issued. The RA# will be valid for 21 days from the date it is issued.
3. If the problem is a result of defective material or workmanship, the product or part will be
replaced or repaired at the discretion of Sizewise, at no charge to the customer.
4. For replacement or repair of a product or part not covered under this warranty, or if warranty
is void, the standard rates will apply. Freight or delivery charges will be billed to the
customer.
5. Sizewise products are identified by serial number. Removal of this number may void the
warranty.
Limitations and Exclusions
1. Products that have been subject to negligence, abuse, improper storage or handling, improper
operation, unauthorized modifications or damages beyond normal wear and tear, as
determined by Sizewise, are not covered by this warranty.
2. If weight capacity on any such product is exceeded, the warranty will be void. Any
unauthorized repairs to product/part, as well as tampering with any components, will void the
warranty.
3. Parts or materials that are subject to normal wear resulting from the use of these products that
must be replaced or repaired are excluded and are not covered by this warranty.
4. SUBJECT TO STATE SPECIFIC LAW, THIS WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL
OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND SHALL
NOT EXTEND BEYOND THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. SIZEWISE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.
5. This warranty applies to the original purchaser only and is non-transferable.
6. Cleaning upholstery or fabrics with harsh chemicals, or bleach, outside the recommended
cleaning guidelines may void the warranty.
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Manufacturer Disclaimer
General Information
All specifications, equipment and prices are subject to change without notice. Sizewise reserves
the right to make improvements from time to time. Photos and drawings are representative of
the products and may vary slightly from actual production models. Some items photographed in
this user’s manual may include optional equipment. Contact or consult Sizewise to ensure
proper equipment sizes, specifications and options.
Trademarks
SW Advantage™ Wheelchair is a trademark of Sizewise Rentals LLC.
Copyright
Copyright© 2013 by Sizewise Rentals LLC.
All rights reserved.
No part of the contents of this manual may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the written permission of Sizewise.
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User Assistance Information
For questions or assistance with this product, contact Sizewise at:
Sizewise
1600 Genessee
Suite 950
Kansas City, Missouri 64102
Phone: 1-800-814-9389
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Sizewise
1600 Genessee
Suite 950
Kansas City, Missouri 64102
Phone: 1-800-814-9389
sizewise.net

Sizewise and Sizewise Rentals are trademarks of Sizewise Rentals, L.L.C. All specifications,
equipment and prices are subject to change without notice. Photos and drawings are
representative of the products and may vary slightly from actual production models.
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